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By Elliott James

Little, Brown & Company. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, In Shining Armor, Elliott
James, This fairy godmother's got claws. When someone kidnaps the last surviving descendant of
the Grandmaster of the Knights Templar, it's bad news. When the baby is the key to the tenuous
alliance between a large werewolf pack and the knights, it's even worse news. They're at each
other's throats before they've even begun to look for baby Constance. But whoever kidnapped
Constance didn't count on one thing: she's also the goddaughter of John Charming. Modern-day
descendant of a long line of famous dragon slayers, witch finders, and wrong righters. John may
not have any experience being a parent, but someone is about to find out that he can be one mean
mother. IN SHINING ARMOR is the fourth novel in a series which gives a new twist to the Prince
Charming tale. The first three novels are "Charming, Daring, & Fearless."""Short Fiction in the Pax
Arcana world: """Charmed I'm Sure""Don't Go Chasing Waterfalls""Pushing Luck""Surreal
Estate""Dog-Gone""Bulls Rush In""Talking Dirty".
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These kinds of publication is the ideal pdf o ered. It generally is not going to expense too much. I am just delighted to let you know that this is actually the
very best book i have go through inside my very own life and might be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Mabelle Schoen-- Mabelle Schoen

Great e book and beneficial one. It is amongst the most awesome pdf i actually have read through. You wont feel monotony at at any time of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Dorothy Daugherty-- Dorothy Daugherty
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